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ABSTRACT
The forecast of precipitations during typhoons has received much attention in recent years. It is important
in meteorology and atmospheric sciences. Hence, the study on precipitation nowcast during typhoons is of
great significance to operators of a reservoir system. This study developed an improved neural network that
combines the principal component analysis (PCA) technique and the radial basis function (RBF) network.
The developed methodology was employed to establish the quantitative precipitation forecast model for the
watershed of the Shihmen Reservoir in northern Taiwan. The results obtained from RBF, multiple linear
regression (MLR), PCA–RBF, and PCA–MLR models included the forecasts of L-ahead (L 5 1, 3, 6) hourly
accumulated precipitations. The deducted prediction results were compared in terms of four measures [mean
absolute error (MAE), RMSE, coefficient of correlation (CC), and coefficient of efficiency (CE)] and four
skill scores [percentage error (PE), area-weighted error score (AWES), bias score (BIAS), and equitable
threat score (ETS)]. The results showed that predictions obtained using RBF and PCA–RBF were better than
those produced by MLR and PCA–MLR. Although both RBF and PCA–RBF can provide good results on
average, the network architecture and the learning speed of the PCA–RBF network are superior to those of
the simple RBF network. This is because PCA technique could greatly reduce the input parameters and
simplify concurrently the network structure. Consequently, the PCA–RBF neural networks can be regarded
as a reliable model for predicting precipitation during typhoons.

1. Introduction
Taiwan is located on the main path of western North
Pacific tropical cyclones and was affected by at least one
typhoon each year, according to the official records of
the Central Weather Bureau (CWB), Taiwan (Lee et al.
2008). As soon as a typhoon strikes, the upstream watershed receives voluminous rainfall within a short time,
which quickly converges downstream. Heavy downpour
can easily cause floodwater to rise above the downstream
embankments, resulting in considerable economic losses
and casualties (Hsu and Wei 2007). Therefore, a useful
scheme for quantitative precipitation forecast (QPF)
during typhoon periods is highly desired (Chang et al.
1993; Lee et al. 2006; Wei and Hsu 2008a).
In Taiwan, Wang et al. (1986) first developed a
technique using the climatology average method (a
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simple statistical approach developed from the spatial
distribution of typhoon center) to forecast typhoon
rainfalls over land in Taiwan. This method was adopted
to be one of the operational typhoon rainfall forecast
aids by CWB. Many researchers followed this approach;
for example, Yeh (2002) applied empirical orthogonal
function analysis, using the climatology average method,
deviation persistence method, and regression equation
to forecast the 6-h accumulated typhoon rainfall. Lee
et al. (2006) employed a climatology model for forecasting typhoon rainfalls to estimate reasonable cumulative rainfall for each river basin. Hsu and Wei (2007)
employed the climatology average model to predict the
real-time hourly rainfalls for a reservoir watershed.
In recent years, artificial neural networks (ANNs) have
become rather widely used tools. ANNs were created to
simulate the nervous system and brain activity (Zhao and
Huang 2007; Wei and Hsu 2008a). French et al. (1992)
developed a neural network to forecast rainfall intensity
fields in space and time; it is a three-layer learning network with input, hidden, and output layers. Training is
conducted using back propagation. Fox and Wikle (2005)
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FIG. 1. Flowchart of the developed models.

presented a forecast methodology developed from a
Bayesian hierarchical model that produces a QPF product
for a 1-h period along with an associated estimated forecast error field. Lin and Lee (2007) proposed a gray
forecasting model integrated within Fourier series and
a Markov chain to enhance the tendency catching ability
of typhoon rainfall events. Fan and Lee (2007) developed
a Bayesian mixture regression model and applied it to
rainfall nowcast during typhoons. Sheng et al. (2008) used
tropical cyclone data (position, pressure, and wind) to
establish the distribution functions of rainfall and ran the
support vector machine (SVM) regression models for
rainfall forecast. Lin and Wu (2009) combined the selforganizing map (SOM) and the multilayer perceptron
network (MLP) to forecast the typhoon rainfall.
As one of the most popular neural networks, radial
basis function (RBF) neural networks is to model an
unknown system with observable inputs and outputs,
which resembles synthesizing an approximation of a set
of multidimensional functions (Bors and Gabbouj 1994).
RBF has been used extensively in many engineering and
scientific applications (Park and Sandberg 1991; Bors
and Gabbouj 1994). For example, Hwang and Bang
(1997) designed a RBF classifier for handwritten numeral
recognition that showed a very competitive performance.
Moradkhani et al. (2004) used a self-organizing RBF to
improve one-step-ahead forecast of daily streamflow.
Moreover, RBF-related networks further attract lots of
attention on the improvement of its approximate ability
as well as the construction of its architecture (Shi et al.

2005). Some researchers—such as Dong and MacAvoy
(1996), Monahan (2000), Hsieh (2001), Lu et al. (2004),
and Ture et al. (2007)—have successfully combined the
principal component analysis (PCA) with neural networks. They concluded that PCA can be employed to find
a set of orthogonal components that minimize the error in
the reconstructed data.
This study developed an improved neural network
that combines the PCA technique and RBF networks.
The four models—including RBF, classical multiple
linear regression (MLR), PCA–MLR, and the improved
PCA–RBF—then formulated the QPF models to predict hourly rainfalls during typhoons. The developed
methodology was then utilized to construct the QPF
models for the watershed of the Shihmen Reservoir in
northern Taiwan. The PCA–RBF model was compared
with the other three models in the analysis of historical
typhoon events.

2. Methodology
This section presents a methodology for developing
a usable scheme for forecasting amounts of rainfall
during typhoon periods. The main processing stages are
plotted in Fig. 1. In the figure, the four prediction algorithms mentioned above—RBF, MLR, PCA–RBF, and
PCA–MLR—are involved. The model inputs include
typhoon characteristics (pressure of typhoon center,
direction angle of typhoon relative to watershed, distance of typhoon from watershed, radius of typhoon,
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speed of typhoon, and maximum wind speed of typhoon
center) and rainfall data (precipitation in the watershed), while the outputs comprise L-h-ahead (L 5 1, 3,
6) accumulated precipitations.
In the stage of preliminary analysis (see Fig. 1), three
scenarios are designed for selecting the best attribute
(input) combinations. Then, according to the best scenario evaluated by performance measures, the best cases
of these attribute lag-time D varying from 1 to 6 h are
identified for each target (L-ahead accumulated precipitation) by running RBF and MLR. In the stage of
PCA-related models (right side of the figure), PCA is
analyzed to derive new variables from original attributes
and their lag times. In a similar way, the best attribute
lag-time cases for each target (L) run by PCA–RBF and
PCA–MLR are identified. Finally, the best results of the
above six cases are regarded as the model predictions for
RBF, MLR, PCA–RBF, and PCA–MLR.

3. Theory of algorithm
a. RBF networks
The architecture of RBF networks is a three-layer
feed-forward network that consists of one input layer,
one hidden layer (also called receptor layer), and one
output layer. Each input neuron corresponds to a component of an input vector x (Zhao and Huang 2007). The
hidden layer consists of n neurons that represent clusters
of input patterns, similar to the clusters in a k-means
model (Hwang and Bang 1997). Each input neuron is
connected to the hidden-layer neurons. The weight
vector between the input layer and the ith hidden-layer
neuron (RBF center) corresponds to the center ci in
Gaussian function
!
kx 2 ci k2
, i 5 1, 2, . . . , n,
yj 5 exp 2
2s2i

(1)

where ci and si represent the center and the width of the
neuron i, respectively, and kx 2 ci k denotes the Euclidean distance between x and ci.
The output layer consists of m neurons that correspond to the possible classes of the problem. Each outputlayer neuron is fully connected to the hidden layer and
computes a linear weighted sum of the outputs of the
hidden neurons—that is,
n

zj 5

å yi wij ,

j 5 1, 2, . . . , m,

(2)
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The connections between the input neurons and the
receptor neurons (receptor weights) are trained in essentially the same manner as a k-means model. The receptor weights are trained with only the input fields, with
the output fields ignored in the first phase of training.
Only after the receptor weights are optimized to find
clusters in the input data are the connections between
the receptors and the output neurons trained to generate
predictions (Bishop 1991; Park and Sandberg 1993; SPSS
Inc. 2002).

b. RBF networks combined with PCA
The RBF network, in theory, provides an effective
method for the learning of a network. RBF networks
show good performance in generalization. However, the
disadvantages of the RBF network are in cases dealing
with high-dimensional input spaces, especially when the
original dataset contains some invalid variables (Lu
et al. 2004). That is to say, RBFs are more sensitive to
the curse of dimensionality, and have greater difficulties
if the number of input units is large (Ripley 1996). This is
because each additional input unit in a network adds
another dimension to the space in which the data cases
reside; the networks are attempting to fit a response
surface to this data. Thought of in this way, there must
be sufficient data points to populate an M-dimensional
space sufficiently dense to be able to see the structure.
The number of points needed to do this properly grows
very rapidly with the dimensionality (roughly, in proportion to 2M) (Fausett 1994; Bishop 1995).
Principal component analysis can gather highly correlated independent variables into a principal component, and all principal components are independent of
each other, so that all the analysis does is to transform
a set of correlated variables into a set of uncorrelated
principal components (Liu et al. 2003). A small set of
uncorrelated variables is much easier to understand and
use in further analyses than a larger set of correlated
variables. Hence, the PCA is required and used first in the
proposed PCA–RBF method to simplify and orthogonalize the original dataset in order to make the RBF
networks more effective (Lu et al. 2004; Ture et al. 2007).
PCA is employed to describe the variance in datasets
of observations on p variables (Jolliffe 1986; Manly and
Bryan 1986). The first principal component (Y1) can be
defined as a linear combination of the elements of the
data matrix—that is,
Y1 5 e11 X1 1 e12 X2 1    1 e1p Xp ,

(3)

i50

where wij is the weight between the ith hidden-layer
neuron and the jth output-layer neuron.

where coefficients chosen to maximize the variance
represented by the first principal component are simply
the eigenvectors of the symmetric covariance matrix.
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FIG. 3. Number of historical typhoon events affecting the Shihmen
Reservoir watershed in each year.

FIG. 2. Map of Tahan River basin and rain gauges.

The eigenvalues of the covariance matrix represent
the variation of each principal component, where
Var(Yi ) 5 li . Ideally, a PCA will yield several components that describe the majority of the total variation of the dataset (Ture et al. 2007).

4. Application
a. Study area and data
Shihmen Reservoir completed in 1964 and located on
the upstream reaches of the Tahan River (see Fig. 2) was
the study area. The reservoir is one of the largest water
reservoirs in Taiwan. Shihmen Reservoir is a multipurpose reservoir for irrigation, hydroelectric energy generation, public water supply, flood control, and tourism
(Cheng et al. 2008; Wei and Hsu 2008b). The watershed
covers an area of 763.4 km2. It is currently managed
by the Water Resources Agency (WRA). Figure 2 also
shows the 13 rain gauges in the watershed (Wei and Hsu
2009).
This study collected a total of 157 typhoon events affecting the Shihmen Reservoir watershed over the past
45 yr (1964–2008), as can be seen in Fig. 3. Complete
data of hourly typhoon characteristics can be obtained
from CWB while historical hydrological data of the
reservoir watershed are available from the WRA.

Typhoon Sinlaku (2008)]. When a typhoon approaches
the study area, many typhoon characteristics (attributes) can be measured. For the complicated typhoon
system, the selected attributes can be divided into two
categories. One is typhoon characteristics and the other
comprises rainfall data in the watershed (as classified in
Table 1).
First, the attributes of typhoon characteristics include
pressure of typhoon center at time t, denoted A1(t)
(102 Pa); direction angle of typhoon relative to watershed at time t, A2(t) (8); distance of typhoon from watershed at time t, A3(t) (km); radius of typhoon at time t,
A4(t) (km); speed of typhoon at time t, A5(t) (km h21);
and maximum wind speed at typhoon center at time t,
A6(t) (km h21). Second, the hydrological attributes of
reservoir watershed constitute the hourly average precipitation in the watershed at time t, A7(t) (mm h21).
The average rainfalls at the watershed are assumed to
represent the precipitation characteristics because the
area of the reservoir basin is relatively small in comparison with the region invaded by typhoons. That is,
A7(t) is the mean of the 13 rain gauges as an estimate of
all basin-average precipitations at time t.

b. Data preprocessing
1) ATTRIBUTE DEFINITIONS
Figure 4 demonstrates the location of the study
site and the historical typhoon tracks [an example of

FIG. 4. Location of study site and historical track of Typhoon
Sinlaku (2008).
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In the above attributes, A2(t) is calculated by
"
21

A2 (t) 5 tan

#

zy (t) 2 zy

0

zx (t) 2 zx

0

3

360
,
2p

(4)
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where zx (t) and zy (t) are the longitude (8E) and latitude
(8N) of typhoon center at time t, respectively, and zx and
0
zy are the longitude (8E) and latitude (8N) of the res0
ervoir dam, respectively.
Moreover, A3(t) is computed by

vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
"
#)
u(
u
zy (t) 1 zy 2
0
A3 (t) 5 111:1 t [zx (t) 2 zx ] cos
1 [zy (t) 2 zy ]2 .
0
0
2

P91 (t) 5 f [A9i (t), i 5 1, 7].

The target is the hourly accumulative precipitation
L
of the watershed at lead time L, PL (t) 5 åi51 A7 (t 1 i),
where L 5 1, 3, and 6 h herein.

2) SCALING OF RANGE FIELDS
The range fields of attributes in this study are rescaled
to have values between 0 and 1. The linear normalized
transformation used is

x9j 5

(xj 2 xmin )
(xmax 2 xmin )

,

(6)
N

where x9j and xj are the normalized and original data,
respectively, and xmax and xmin are the maximum and
minimum value of the original data, respectively. Table 1
shows the maximum and minimum value of the attributes
selected. For all the patterns of the reservoir watershed,
3739 hourly records are available.

1
pre
jO 2 Oobs
j j,
N j51 j

å

(10)

vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u
u1 N
t
pre
2
(O 2 Oobs
RMSE 5
j ) ,
N j51 j

å

(11)

N
pre
å (Oobs
2 Oobs )(Oj 2 Opre )
j

j51

c. Scenarios designed and performance criteria
In this study, the QPF models for rainfall prediction
are a function of these attributes. The following three
scenarios of attribute combinations are designed:

CC 5 vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ, and
u
N
uN
t
pre
obs )2
(Oobs
2
O
(Oj 2 Opre )2
j

å

(8)

Scenario C: Both climatologic characteristics of the
typhoon and average precipitations of the watershed involved—that is,

j51

(12)
N
pre
å (Oobs
2 Oj )2
j

CE 5 1 2

j51
N

,

(13)

å (Oobs
2 Oobs )2
j

(7)

Scenario B: Average precipitations of the watershed
only—that is,

å

j51

Scenario A: Climatologic characteristics of the typhoon only. The 1-h-ahead rainfall precipitation
can be expressed as a function of climatologic
attributes—that is,

P91 (t) 5 f [A97 (t)].

(9)

All the above attributes [(A9i (t), i 5 1, 7), P91 (t)] are in
normalized values. For comparison purposes, the criteria of mean absolute error (MAE), root mean squared
error (RMSE), coefficient of correlation (CC), and coefficient of efficiency (CE) are employed to assess the
forecasted results, shown as

MAE 5

P91 (t) 5 f [A9i (t), i 5 1, 6].

(5)

j51

pre

where Oj is the predicted precipitation at record j, Oobs
j
is the observed precipitation at record j, Oobs is the average of observed precipitation, Opre is the average of
predicted precipitation, and N is the number of hourly
records. Generally, smaller MAE and RMSE values mean
better performances, while larger CC and CE values indicate good predictions.
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d. Model construction
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FIG. 5. Results of (a) MAE and (b) RMSE in three scenarios obtained using 10-fold cross-validation training by RBF
networks.

Pressure of
typhoon
center (102 Pa)
A1(t)

Attributes of typhoon climatologic characteristics

Attributes of average precipitation characteristics at watershed

WEI

TABLE 1. Maximum and minimum value of attributes.
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The 153 typhoon events during 1964–2007 were used
for training and validating. One of the typhoons that occurred in 2008 was used for testing. The cross-validation
subsampling approach was employed to evaluate the
model performances. The entire dataset was randomly
partitioned into 10 equal-sized subsets. During each run,
one of the partitions was chosen for testing, while the
rest of them were used for training.
As mentioned in section 3, the architecture of classical
RBF networks is a three-layer network. The parameter
of learning rate (a) is 0.9. The parameter of neuron
to ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
the distances
bewidth (si) is calculated according p
ﬃ
tween two closest clusters—that is, (d1 1 d2 )/2, where
d1 is the distance from the center of one cluster to that of
another cluster closest to it, and d2 is the distance to the
center of the next closest cluster. Thus, clusters that are
close to other clusters will have a smaller receptive field,
while those that are far from other clusters will have
a larger receptive field (SPSS Inc. 2002). The parameter
of number of center neurons, however, varies from case
to case (Bors and Gabbouj 1994; Lu et al. 2004). Here,
the stopping condition is set at reaching the maximal
training cycle (set to be 1000) or the minimal error rate
(set to 1024) for determining the number of center
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FIG. 6. Comparisons of MAE and RMSE in various lag-time situations for (a) 1-, (b) 3-, and (c) 6-h-ahead
accumulated forecasts.

neurons of RBF in order to find the optimal hidden
neurons.

e. Model analysis
In this section, three scenarios of different attribute
combinations and six cases of lag times are analyzed.

1) THREE SCENARIOS OF ATTRIBUTE
COMBINATIONS

The three scenarios were run using the cross-validation
approach. The derived results of normalized precipitation should be transferred to the original values.
Figure 5 shows the 10-fold results obtained by these
models using the validating dataset after the RBF
models are trained. As shown in Fig. 5a, MAE ranges
from 2.577 to 2.807 in scenario A, 2.131 to 2.609 in
scenario B, and 1.368 to 1.725 in scenario C. Meanwhile,
in Fig. 5b, RMSE varies between 4.440 and 5.259 in
scenario A, with ranges (3.523–4.423) and (2.535–4.056)

in scenarios B and C, respectively. In view of the small
variation in MAE and RMSE, good quality of dataset
can be verified. Moreover, in Fig. 5a, the MAE averages
in scenarios A, B, and C are 2.695, 2.402, and 1.564, respectively; meanwhile, in Fig. 5b, the RMSE averages in
scenarios A, B, and C are 4.748, 4.073, and 3.232, respectively. These results illustrate that scenario C possesses better prediction ability than scenarios A and B.

2) SIX CASES OF LAG TIMES BY RBF AND MLR
According to the above analysis, the climatologic typhoon characteristics and average precipitations of watershed were selected to identify the best lag time for
predicting precipitations. Here, L-h-ahead accumulated
precipitations (L 5 1, 3, 6) were analyzed. RBF and MLR
models were used in the stage of analysis. The RBF models
for lag-time D (ranges from 1 to 6) were expressed as


(14)
P9L(t) 5 f [A9i (t 2 Dt), Dt 5 1, D], i 5 1, 7 .
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FIG. 7. Eigenvalue and total variance explained for various lag times of 1-h-ahead prediction.

The MLR regression models were

3) PCA ANALYSIS AND PCA-RELATED MODEL
RESULTS

7

P9L (t) 5

D

å å ai,Dt A9i (t 2 Dt) 1 e(t),

(15)

i51 Dt51

where ai,Dt is the model parameter to be estimated, and
e(t) is the model error at time t. The model and its parameters can be obtained by using Matlab.
For the specific length of lead time (i.e., L 5 1, 3, 6),
the number of input nodes (variables) for lag-time D
from 1 to 6 h are 7, 14, 21, 28, 35, and 42, respectively. In
the RBF model runs, the hidden layer takes more nodes
(from about 200 to 650) with increasing lag times. Moreover, the calculation also consumes more time (from 250
to 3000 s) with increasing lag times when training the
RBF networks.
Figure 6 shows the prediction performance of L 5 1, 3,
6 forecast precipitations by RBF networks and MLR
regressions. For L 5 1 of RBF, the optimal situation
occurs at D 5 2 h with (MAE, RMSE) values of (1.434,
2.980). For L 5 3 and L 5 6, the best situation occurs at
D 5 3 and 4 h, respectively. In addition, for MLR, the
best situation occurs at D 5 2, 2, and 2 h for L 5 1, 3, 6,
respectively.

Before conducting the PCA–RBF and PCA–MLR
models, PCA analysis was first applied to the original
data to explore possibilities for data reduction in further
predictions. Here PCA analysis was executed according
to the various situations of the lag-time D. For example,
the total number of inputs for L 5 1 at D from 1 to 6 are
7, 14, 21, 28, 35, and 42, respectively.
Figure 7 depicts the eigenvalue of components and
total variance explained for L 5 1. This study selected
eigenvalues greater than 1.0 as principal components.
Out of the seven components in D 5 1 (see Fig. 7a), the
first two eigenvalues (i.e., l1 and l2) are greater than 1.0.
The corresponding total variance percentage of these
two components is 56.48%. Meanwhile, as seen in Figs.
7b–f, the first few eigenvalues reach the critical values and
the corresponding total variance percentage are 83.69%,
84.24%, 80.69%, 80.61%, and 78.24%, respectively.
According to the PCA analysis, the new PCA-derived
variables are then defined instead of the original ones.
The relationships between new variables and original
inputs can be expressed in a matrix form. For the 1-hahead prediction of D 5 2, the equation is
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2

3

2

y1
0:775
6y 7
6 0:334
6 27
6
6 y 7 5 6 0:095
6 37
6
4y 5
4 0:149
4
y5
1:046

0:193 1:866
0:415 9:475
1:437 0:028
1:050 7:485
0:181 14:488

0:899
0:002
0:172
0:495
1:059

where x9j51,14 are the normalized inputs, and yj51,5 are
the new PCA-derived inputs.
Through the above data reduction procedure, new
inputs can then be imported into the PCA-related
models to analyze rainfall predictions. In the model
training of PCA–RBF, the number of hidden nodes for
L 5 1, 3, 6 was around 50, 60, and 60, respectively. In
addition, the average computing times taken were about
30 s. Figure 6 also shows the prediction performance of
L 5 1, 3, 6 by PCA–RBF and PCA–MLR. According to
the results, for PCA–RBF, the best situation occurs at
D 5 2, 3, and 4 h for L 5 1, 3, 6, respectively. In addition,
for PCA–MLR, the best situations are all at D 5 2 h for
L 5 1, 3, 6.

...
...
...
...
...

2
3
0:229 6
6
2:702 7
76
6
0:555 7
76
6
1:722 56
4
4:004
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3
x91
2
3
x92 7 21:252
7 6
21:208 7
x93 7
7
7 6
6
1
7
x94 7 623:360 7
7,
.. 7 420:403 5
. 5
3:021
x914

(16)

where Rr is gauge rain hours classified as rain hours by
forecast models (rain hits), Rn is gauge no-rain hours
classified as rain hours by models (false alarms), Nr is
gauge rain hours classified as no-rain hours by models
(misses), and Nn is gauge no-rain hours classified as no
rain by models (no-rain hits). Here, PE equal to 1.0
means complete error in rain–no-rain predicted frequency. For the AWES score, false alarms are weighted
by the total number of no-rain hours and the misses by
the total number of rain hours, thereby giving equal
weight to each. A score of 0 is a perfect classification,
and a score of 2 is a perfect misclassification.
BIAS measures the ratio of the predicted rain frequency to the observed frequency, regardless of forecast
accuracy (Ebert et al. 2003). BIAS is defined as (Tuleya
et al. 2007)

5. Discussion and simulation
According to the above analysis, for comparison purposes, this study selects the best cases of RBF-, MLR-,
and PCA-related models for L 5 1, 3, 6 in this section.
Furthermore, Typhoon Sinlaku (2008) was selected for
testing comparisons.

a. Definitions of skill scores
Besides the four performances—MAE, RMSE, CC,
and CE defined in the previous section—four skill score
measures of forecast rainfall including the percentage
error (PE), area-weighted error score (AWES), bias
score (BIAS), and equitable threat score (ETS) were
used.
PE is a simple proportion of misclassifications for
rain–no-rain as a proportion of the total number of observations, and AWES is an index designed to ensure
that high classification accuracies are not obtained simply by classifying all observations as ‘‘no rain.’’ The indices of classification accuracy used are as follows (Todd
et al. 1995):
PE 5

AWES 5

Rn 1 Nr
Rn 1 Rr 1 Nr 1 Nn
Rn
Nr
1
,
Rn 1 Nn
Rr 1 Nr

and

(17)

(18)

BIAS 5

F
,
O

(19)

where F and O are the numbers of forecasts and observations, respectively, satisfying the assigned threshold of rainfall. BIAS can be employed to assess the
tendency of the model to under- or overpredict rain
occurrence. If BIAS equals 1.0, then the predicted
rainfall frequency is the same as was observed (Ebert
et al. 2003).
ETS has been used for several decades to measure the
correspondence between the forecast and observed rain
occurrences (Ebert et al. 2003). ETS was defined as

ETS 5

H 2 Hrandom
,
F 1 O 2 H 2 Hrandom

(20)

where H is the number of cases when both the observed
and estimated rainfalls exceeded the assigned threshold.
ETS takes into account rain occurrences that were not
predicted. ‘‘Equitable’’ measure accounts for the random chance that both forecasted and observed rain occurrences meet the criteria Hrandom 5 FO/(F 1 O). ETS
ranges from 21/ 3 to 1, with a value of 1 indicating perfect
correspondence between predicted and observed rain
occurrence.
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TABLE 2. Measures of MAE, RMSE, CC, and CE for four models.
MAE

RMSE

L-h-ahead forecast

RBF

MLR

PCA–RBF

PCA–MLR

RBF

MLR

PCA–RBF

PCA–MLR

L51
L53
L56

1.434
4.830
10.151

1.912
6.141
12.884

1.471
4.975
10.698

2.000
6.500
13.350

2.980
10.135
19.635

3.971
12.084
23.445

3.073
10.304
20.239

4.122
12.224
23.800

L-h-ahead forecast

RBF

MLR

PCA–RBF

PCA–MLR

RBF

MLR

PCA–RBF

PCA–MLR

L51
L53
L56

0.799
0.749
0.734

0.741
0.719
0.697

0.795
0.798
0.727

0.623
0.602
0.548

0.636
0.550
0.523

0.506
0.462
0.417

0.627
0.627
0.523

0.385
0.357
0.297

CC

CE

b. Comparisons
Table 2 lists the prediction results produced by RBF-,
MLR-, and PCA-related models in terms of MAE,
RMSE, CC, and CE. As can be seen, the MAE and
RMSE of predictions obtained using RBF and PCA–
RBF models were better than those produced by MLR
and PCA–MLR models, and both RBF and PCA–RBF
produced similar results. For CC and CE, comparing
RBF with PCA–RBF shows that the forecasts of L 5 1
and L 5 6 by RBF are better than those by PCA–RBF,
while L 5 3 yields the opposite result.
Table 3 lists the skill scores—including PE, AWES,
BIAS, and ETS—of rainfall forecasts from the predictions produced by the four models. Because these
models cannot just match the zero values in predicting
the no-rain situation, this study assumes that rainfall
predictions ,0.2 mm were regarded as no rain when
evaluating PE and AWES scores. According to the results of Table 3, the RBF model is the best for L 5 1,
with (PE, AWES) 5 (0.219, 0.397). Moreover, PCA–
RBF and RBF are the best for L 5 3 and L 5 6, respectively, indicating that RBF and PCA–RBF have
higher accuracy for predicting rain or no-rain situations.
To evaluate the average BIAS and ETS in possible rainfalls, the thresholds were assigned from 0 to

50 mm h21. As seen in Table 3, all models have BIAS
scores ,1.0 for L 5 1 in the order of BIASPCA–RBF ,
BIASPCA–MLR , BIASRBF , BIASMLR, indicating
that MLR gives the best estimation (i.e., closest to 1.0).
For L 5 3, the scores of BIASPCA–RBF and BIASRBF
are smaller than 1.0 (i.e., underprediction), while that
of both BIASPCA–MLR and BIASMLR are larger than
1.0 (i.e., overprediction). For L 5 6, the BIAS scores of
all four models exceed 1.0.
As defined above, ETS measures the number of
forecast fields that match the observed threshold. As
illustrated in Table 3, the average ETS values of RBF
and PCA–RBF for all L predictions give better estimation than MLR-related models. To further analyze
different rainfall strengths, according to the definitions
of rainfall levels by CWB of Taiwan, the rain strengths
can be graded into four major levels, which are ‘‘light
rain,’’ ‘‘heavy rain,’’ ‘‘torrential rain,’’ and ‘‘pouring rain.’’
Their rainfall ranges can be seen in Table 4. Interestingly,
Table 5 lists the evaluation of ETS scores for the four
rainfall levels. As can be seen, among the four models, the
PCA–RBF model has the highest ETS value of 0.576 for
‘‘regular rain.’’ Meanwhile, the RBF, PCA–RBF, and
PCA–RBF models obtain better ETS scores for heavy
rain, torrential rain, and pouring rain, respectively.

TABLE 3. Scores of PE, AWES, BIAS, and ETS for four models.
PE

AWES

L-h-ahead forecast

RBF

MLR

PCA–RBF

PCA–MLR

RBF

MLR

PCA–RBF

PCA–MLR

L51
L53
L56

0.219
0.307
0.318

0.452
0.457
0.398

0.249
0.286
0.388

0.353
0.414
0.390

0.397
0.631
0.770

0.796
0.938
0.966

0.444
0.585
0.940

0.635
0.850
0.946

L-h-ahead forecast

RBF

MLR

PCA–RBF

PCA–MLR

RBF

MLR

PCA–RBF

PCA–MLR

L51
L53
L56

0.872
0.959
1.103

0.887
1.038
1.273

0.855
0.933
1.185

0.864
1.020
1.235

0.413
0.362
0.397

0.369
0.246
0.261

0.438
0.328
0.335

0.303
0.209
0.221

BIAS

ETS
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TABLE 4. Definition of rain strengths.
Level of rain strength

Light rain

Rainfall range

,5.4 mm h

21

Heavy rain

Torrential rain

21

5.4–8.3 mm h

Although both RBF and PCA–RBF models can provide good results on average, the network architecture
and the learning speed of the PCA–RBF network are
superior to those of the simple RBF network. Comparing the two networks, this study found that the number
of input nodes needed by PCA–RBF for L 5 1, 3, 6 are
2.80, 3.50, and 4.67 times, respectively, less than those by
RBF, and that the number of hidden nodes required by
PCA–RBF for L 5 1, 3, 6 are 6.79, 6.77, and 8.21 times,
respectively, less than those by RBF. Furthermore,
comparing the variations in training time, the average
computing time required by PCA–RBF for L 5 1, 3, 6
are 22.72, 31.69, and 48.98 times, respectively, shorter
than those by RBF. In conclusion, although some information might be lost when using PCA to reduce the
dimensions of the input space, satisfactory predictions
can still be achieved by PCA–RBF, which has a simpler
network structure and a faster training speed than RBF
(Lu et al. 2004).

c. Simulation of a typhoon
Typhoon Sinlaku (2008) reached super typhoon intensity before landfall on Taiwan in September 2008
(the typhoon path can be seen in Fig. 4). It was named
a tropical storm at 1800 UTC 8 September over the
Philippines and moved gradually with increasing intensity north–northwestward along the edge of the
subtropical high. It made landfall about 0150 UTC 14
September in northeastern Taiwan and then weakened
while approaching and passing over northern Taiwan
(Hsiao et al. 2010).
Table 6 lists eight performances for comparisons. As
can be seen, RBF and PCA–RBF achieve better performance than MLR and PCA–MLR. Moreover, Fig. 8
depicts the observations and simulations of the testing
typhoon for the 1-h-ahead rainfall. As can be seen,
prediction results given by RBF and PCA–RBF (see Fig.
8a) are satisfactory and are closely consistent with the
observed data.
TABLE 5. ETS score for 1-h-ahead forecast by different rain levels.
ETS score

Level of
rain

RBF

MLR

PCA–RBF

PCA–MLR

Light rain
Heavy rain
Torrential rain
Pouring rain

0.548
0.233
0.122
20.068

0.527
0.051
20.008
20.005

0.576
0.174
0.124
0.031

0.457
0.018
20.086
20.035

Pouring rain

21

.14.6 mm h21

8.3–14.6 mm h

6. Conclusions
The forecast of precipitations during typhoons has
received much attention in recent years. It is important
in meteorology and atmospheric sciences. The study on
precipitation forecast during typhoons is of great significance to operators of a reservoir system. In this paper, QPF models—including RBF, MLR, PCA–RBF,
and PCA–MLR models—have been developed to predict hourly rainfalls during typhoons. The proposed
methodology can be employed to characterize precipitation in a reservoir watershed and to develop a usable scheme for forecasting amount of rainfall during
typhoons. This paper evaluated the best attribute combinations, and identified the best lag time for L-ahead
(L 5 1, 3, 6) hourly accumulated precipitations. The
deducted predictions were compared in terms of four
measures (MAE, RMSE, CC, and CE) and four skill
scores (PE, AWES, BIAS, and ETS).
The developed methodology was employed to establish the QPF models for the Shihmen Reservoir watershed. This study collected 157 typhoons affecting the
watershed in the past 45 yr. The results obtained using
four models included the forecasts of L 5 1, 3, 6. As can
be seen, in terms of MAE and RMSE, predictions obtained by RBF and PCA–RBF are better than those
produced by MLR and PCA–MLR. For CC and CE,
predictions for L 5 1, 6 by RBF are better than those by
PCA–RBF, while the opposite is true for L 5 3.
Meanwhile, RBF is the best model for L 5 1, 6 with (PE,
AWES) 5 (0.219, 0.397) and (0.318, 0.770), respectively,
and PCA–RBF has the best scores for L 5 3 with (PE,
AWES) 5 (0.286, 0.585). In other words, both RBF and
PCA–RBF have higher accuracy for predicting rain or
no-rain situations. This study also evaluated different
rainfall strengths, denoted as ‘‘light rain,’’ ‘‘heavy rain,’’
‘‘torrential rain,’’ and ‘‘pouring rain.’’ It was found that
TABLE 6. Performances of 1-h model predictions for Typhoon
Sinlaku.
Performance

RBF

PCA–RBF

MLR

PCA–MLR

MAE
RMSE
CC
CE
PE
AWES
BIAS
ETS

2.986
4.554
0.771
0.581
0.205
0.724
0.936
0.444

3.163
5.081
0.696
0.478
0.182
0.667
1.016
0.439

3.350
5.578
0.611
0.371
0.227
0.833
0.891
0.398

3.389
5.702
0.588
0.343
0.273
1.000
0.934
0.398
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FIG. 8. Comparisons between records and 1-h-ahead predictions
for Typhoon Sinlaku (2008) by (a) RBF and PCA–RBF and by (b)
MLR and PCA–MLR.

PCA–RBF has the highest ETS value of 0.576 in light
rain, while RBF, PCA–RBF, and PCA–RBF provided
better ETS scores in heavy rain, torrential rain, and
pouring rain, respectively.
Although both RBF and PCA–RBF models can provide good results on average, the network architecture
and the learning speed of the PCA–RBF network are
superior to those of the simple RBF network. This study
found that using the PCA technique can greatly simplify
the network structure and reduce computing time. It is
because PCA–RBF orthogonalizes the input variables
and makes the network training easier in general. In view
of the results obtained, the PCA–RBF neural network
can be regarded as a reliable model for predicting precipitation during typhoons.
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